
Place the cargo bag in bed of RZR or UTV with door 
flaps facing the rear of vehicle. Attach the 2 top straps 
to the cross bar, wrap webbing around the tubing and 
threading thru the buckle and pull tight.

Once through, thread the strap thru the buckle 
and pull tight. Repeat on other side of bag.

There is a collapsible shelf between the upper and lower 
compartments that can be detached from the self fastening 
webbing to make one large main compartment. always place 
heavier object at bottom of bag.

On the end of each side, wrap the 2 straps around 
the upright roll cage bar and thread back thru the 
buckle and pull tight.

Using one of the lower straps on the side of the bag, attach 
to secure location or for RZR, pass strap thru the side slot 
closest to the front of vehicle and loop back thru the next 
slot and pull excess strap through. Accessing this from the 
side of the vehicle make this easier.
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Please read instructions carefully before installation. We recommend this product be installed by a qualified, and experienced technician. If you are unsure of any of the below directions and or your 
ability to correctly and securely install this product, please contact us or your local dealer for help. Below diagrams show typical installation, your vehicle may be different so please use diagrams as 
a guide. Make sure your vehicle is clean and free from dirt, road grime etc. where the this product mounts. It is the riders responsibility to make sure the product is mounted and secure before each 
use. Loading the bag may result in a change of position, always check for proper mounting position after loading and before each and every ride.use. Loading the bag may result in a change of position, always check for proper mounting position after loading and before each and every ride.
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